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THE FROZEN DREAMS 

I had a solidified dream, 

Lasting cavernous within 

Struggling mind, stormy night 

Blustering wind, imposing sounds. 

My contemplations dove deep and profound inside. 

What's more, there felt a delightful delusion. 

Saw a holy messenger in my fantasy 

as beautiful as a pixie sovereign. 

Hung in white outfit 

with an insidious grin lasting long. 

She is tall and thin like snow white. 

Moving and laughing all through my fantasy. 

Heard her whispers in my ears. 

Oh! My mother takes me along. 

Again she whispered in my ears, 

Gracious! I feel your embraces. 

Mother's affection is delicate, sweet and warm. 

Wish I could feel so close and warm, 

Battle here for your delicate touch, 

warm hug. 

Goodness my mother! wish your being here. 

Extended my arms to hold her tight 

Alas! I heard a bell 

It’s my clock striking and 

Woke up from the sweetest dream 

wished on the off chance that it were frozen! 
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                      ASTUTE MAN 

Creed and caste make less and that's only the tip of the iceberg  

Colour makes unmistakable layers  

What's more, outlooks?  

White a colour and  

Black a race  

Bowed in the streak of segregation.  

In the late morning,  

the moon ascended in the east.  

Man! fool around your part till  

the curtain drops.  

You can accomplish  

just the residuals. 
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        ETERNAL AIM  

Airborne bird has an aim; 

Crawling snake has another. 

Singing bird has an aim; 

Flowing stream has another. 

The Sun has unique aims; 

Spinning earth has another. 

Is there a go for Man?  

Flying feathered creatures goes for the home; 

Snakes creeps towards its tunnel. 

Singing winged creature goes for fine music;  

Stream flows towards the sea.  

The Sun has its direction as aim;   

Seasons pointed by the spinning earth.  

Man moves inverse to the earth, 

has points unique-  

Looks for more and the sky is the limit from there.  

But conquers solely one- 

the eternal lap of the earth. 
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